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REPORT the western extremity of the Bay des Cha
After dividing the province of Nova
triarch was literally fulfiled.
Two or THE COMMISSIONERS’
ON THEN. E. BOUNDARY.
leurs.” To the westward, “ it shall be Scotia, and establishing the Province of
three of them were sent to the State’s Prison,
bounded by a line drawn from Cape Sable New Brunswick out of it, the commission
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
[concluded.]
and one at least was hanged.
Dr. Humphrey.
JAMES K. REM1CH.
The exploring line run in 1817 and ’18, across the entrance of the Bay of Fundy to to Gov. Carleton bounds his government,
Officeou the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House.
under the 5th article of the Treaty of the mouth of the river St. Croix by said “ Westward by the mouth of the river St.
TERMS OE THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
The World.—“ The world was not con Ghent, is well enough run and marked for river to its source and by a line drawn due Croiy, by said river to its source, and by a
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— structed to produce presumption and des the purpose for which it was intended, not north from thence to the southern boundary line drawn due north from thence to the
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
of our colony òf Quebec.” It follows that southern boundary of our Province of Que
reinaiu unpaid at the expiration of the year. No pair ;—was not cast out unhedged as the being intended to be the permanent line.
paper discontinued, except at the option ol the pub wilderness of base passions, and conduct, The line is a succession of slight curves, all the territory which was not taken by the bec ; to the northward by said boundary
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
from which all the heirs of holiness must not varying much from a true meridian. Proclamation of 1763, and changed by the as far as the western extremity of the Bay
Che publisher does not hold himself responsible for
des Chaleurs ; to the eastward by said Bay
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount be separate. It is a school for heaven, The Surveyors, in 1817 and 1818, ascer commission to Gov. Wilmot, was still the
charged for its insertion.
where the lessons of faith and hope are tained the magnet variation at the monu Provinte of Massachusetts Bay, and there and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, to the Bay
learned ; where holiness is attained by the ment, the DeChute, Aroostook, Ristigou- fore its northeastern boundary was the river called Bay Verte,” &c._-Such have been
m ce la eous
instruction ofincidents, and the discipline che, Mempticook, or Little Forks, Kata- St. Croix, and a line drawn due north from the boundaries in the Governors’ commis
of circumstances. It is not a prison to the wamkedgewick, or Great Forks, and at the its source to the south line of the Province of sions of the Province from that to the pres
The Alarm-Watch.—Conscience, as we
soul ; but a temple for soul-transforming Metis river.—They began their survey Quebec, and thence westwardly along the ent time ; even this year, the commission
all know, may be listened to or disregard
with about 14 deg. variation, and ended highlands which divide the rivers emptying to the Earl of Durham, making him Capt.
ed ; and in this, habit has great influence. prayer and praise !”
with about 17 deg. 45m.
Tc! westerly themselves into the river St. Lawrence from General and Governor in Chief over the
V Earth is the way to heaven !”
The filllowing $tory froth the Juvenile Mis
variation
has
increased,
and
is
now, at the those which fall into the sea, as far west Province of New Brunswick in America«,
cellany illustrates this.
Modern Proverbs.—‘ Men learn to northwest angle, 19 deg. 12m. nearly.
ward
the Province of Massachusetts Bay bounds his Government westward “ by the
“ A lady who found it difficult to awake
shave on the chin of a fool, as Tom Ben
mouth of the river St. Croix, by said river
extended.
On
the
map
accompanying
this
Report,
so early as she desired in the morning, pur
ton said when he saw how the people swal the Commissioners have endeavored to
The same boundary as was described in to its source, and by a line drawn due north
chased an alarm-watch.
This kind of lowed his golden,humbug.
give a true delineation of the features of the the Proclamation of 1763, and in (he com from thence to the southern boundary of
watch is so contrived as to strike with a ve
‘ Oh ! what’a row’—as the monkey said country, its rivers and mountains, as far mission to Gov. James Murray, was contin our Province of Quebec ; to the northward
ry loud whizzing noise at any time the when he lied the tails of the cat and dog to
as they could from their own explorations, ued in the commissions to the succeeding by the said boundary as far as the western
owner pleases.
The lady placed the gether.
and
other explorations and surveys. The Governors of the Province of Quebec, until extremity of the Bay des Chaleurs ; to the
watch at the head of the bed, and, at the
1 Let me extend to you the right hand of river St. John and its principal branches after the passing of an Act by the British eastward by said Bay and the Gulf of St.
appointed time, she found herself effectu fellowship’—as the steel trap said to the
an? laid doivn from explorations and sur Parliament, entitled “ An Act for making Lawrence, to the Bay called Bay Verte.”
ally roused by the loud rattling sound.— beaver.
veys ; the Fish, Aroostook and Penobscot more effectual provision for the Government A comparison of the boundaries shows
She immediately obeyed the summons,
‘ The greatest and best may mend’—as
A com
ofthe Province of Quebec, in North Ameri them to be one and the same.
and felt the better all day for her early ri Mr. Ritchie said when he was told that rivers, and their branches, from the sur
ca,” passed in 1774.
The Act aforesaid parison of the boundaries further shows
veys
as
far
as
they
have
’
been
made
by
sing. This continued for several weeks. General Jackson had turned Presbyterian.
Massachusetts, and Maine and Massachu bounds the Province of Quebec, “ ow, the that the river St. Lawrence and the rivers
The alarm-watch faithfully performed its
‘ Come wipe away the starting tear’— setts. The heads of some of the westerly south by a line from the Bay of Chaleurs, emptying into it are all clearly and dis
office, and was distinctly heard so long as
as the dull razor said to the man who was branches of the Fish and Aroostook rivers, along the highlands which divide the. rivers tinctly placed in one class, and all other
it was promptly obeyed. But after a time,
trying to shave with it.
and the branches of the Aliguash, are ta that empty themselves into the river St. rivers, whether they fall into the Bay des
the lady grew tired of early rising, and,
‘ Let me introduce you to the hospitable ken from the information given by Indians Lawrence from those which fall into the Chaleurs, the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the
when awakened by the noisy monitor, table of my friend’—as the fishhook said to
and others; so are some of the small and sea, to a'point in forty-five degrees of north Bay of Fundy, or any other Gulf, Bay or
merely turned herself and slept again.—In
the trout.
unimportant streams in other parts.
The ern latitude on the eastern bank of the river Sound, are placed in another distinct class,
a few days, the watch ceased to arouse her
“ We are apt to retain first impressions’ shores of the river St. Lawrence and the Connecticut, keeping the same latitude di as rivers falling into the sea or Atlantic
from slumber. It spoke just as loudly as
— as the newspaper said to the steam press. rivers emptying into it, are taken from Col. rectly west, through Lake Champlain, until, Ocean.
ever, but she did not hear it, because she
Examine the boundaries of the Province
That is, personal’—as the passenger
in the same latitude, it meets the river St.
had acquired the habit of disobeying it. said to the clerk of the steamboat, when he Bouchett’s map, published in 1815 ; so are
Lawrence.” The lines described by the of Quebec, so far as the territory of the
the
mountain
’
s
and
other
features
of
the
Finding that she might just as well be
was asked to pay his fare.
country, excepting only the river Etche- Proclamation and Act of Parliament differ Slate of Maine is concerned, in the Proc
without an alarm watch, she formed the
‘ Bad company is better than none’—as mens and river du Sud, which were taken only about the head of Connecticut river, lamation of 1763, the Act of Parliament of
■ wise resolution, that, if she ever heard the the bed bug said to the sleepy traveller.
from Wm. Henderson’s map, who says he and from Connecticut river tq Lake Cham 1774, and in all the commissions of the
sound again; she would jump up instantly,
Governors to the present day, and the
‘ We live for each other’~as the wolf laid them down from actual surveys.
plain.
arid she would, never allow herself to diso- said to the lamb.
In the commission to Gov. Frederick southern boundary is uniform, by the
The
lines
are
described
on
the
map,
ac

bey the friendly warning?’
‘ We are all Federalists, we are all Re
Proclamation of Haldimand, of the Province of Quebec, dat highlands which divide the rivers, &c. to
Just so it is with conscience.
If we publicans’—as Gov. Marcy said when he cording to the British
Examine
1763,
the
Act
of
Parliament
of 1774, and ed Sept. 18th, 1777, the same boundary is the head of the Bay of Chaleur.
spoey its dictates, even to the most trifling
was forced to give up the ‘ spoils of office.’ the commissions to the Governor of the precisely and literally recited.
The com also the boundaries in the commissions of
particulars, w£ always hear its voice clear
Province of Quebec and Lowber Canada ; missions to Gov. Campbell in 1765, to Gov. the Governors of the Provinces of Nova
a-,¡J strong. But if we allow* ourselves to
Scalds and Burns.—A Philadelphia phy
also
the west line of the Province of Nova Legge in 1773, and to Gov. Parr in 1782, Scotia and New Brunswick, and they are
-do what we fear is not quite right, we shall sician from 14 years experience, recom
also uniform from 1763 to the presenftime,
Scotia,
from 1763 until the Province of successive Governors of the Province of No
grow more and more sleepy, until the voice mends in the United S. Gazette, a simple
va Scotia, all contain the following bounda and they are bounded west by a line due
New
Brunswick
was
separated
from
it,
of .conscience has no longer any power to and efficacious remedy for the most distress
and of the Province of New Brunswick to ries : “ Bounded on the westward by a line north from the source of the river St. Croix
awaken us.—Fireside Education.
ing of all injuries, scalds and burns.
It is
the present time as the line is described in drawn from Cape Sable across the entrance to the southern boundary of the Province
as follows :—( Take soot from a chimney
all the commissions to the Governors, also ol the Bay ofFundy to the mouth of the riv of Quebec, and northward by said bounda
Never begin a thing until you have well »where wood is burned, rub it fine, and mix according to the treaty of 1783, all show er St.Croix, by said river to its source, and ry, as far as the western extremity of the
considered the end.—We find in the St. one part soot to three parts or nearly so of ing the lines in the same place so far as the by a line drawn due north from thence to Bay des Chaleurs, and to the eastward by
John Two-penny Magazine the following hogs’ lard, fresh butter, or any kind of fresh State of Maine extends.
These repealed the southern boundary of our Province of said bay, the Gulf of St. Lawrence, &c.;
grease, that is not salted ; spread this on
instructive story ; —
and reiterated facts show that the Treaty of Quebec ; to the northward by the Said and what can he said of a pretence at this
“ .As an Eastern Prince was riding with linen or muslin, or any cotton cloth for ea 1783 only adopted lines previously estab boundary, as far as the western extremity of time, that the Bay of Fundy is not, within
bis court iers, a beggar presented himself and sier and more perfect adoption. If any ex lished and well understood by the British ; Bay des Chaleurs ; to the eastward by the the true intent and meaning of all the boun
offered for a hundred pieces of gold, to give tensive burns or scalds, the cloth should be they also show that the British equally said Bay and the Gulf of St. Lawrence,” daries, as established by the British and
his Majesty a valuable piece of advice. torn into stripes before putting over the well know at this time where the lines thus &c. Such were the boundaries of the res adopted by the treaty of 1783, a part and
The King commanded the sum to be pre scald. Let the remedy be freely and fully established are, and must be applied to the pective British Provinces up to and at the parcel of the Atlantic Ocean and included
sented to him, and received in return the applied, so as to perfectly cover the burned surface of the earth. The only difference time of the war of the revolution, made, and in that description of boundary ?
maxim above mentioned.
The courtiers parts. No other application is required un in the lines of the Proclamation, Act of recited again and again, by the King and
A brief notice of another class of facts
were exceedingly indignant at what they til the patient is well, except to apply fresh Parliament, and Treaty, is about the heads Council, and Parliament, for a period of may not be unimportant, as they tend to
show the construction put upon the treaty
considered a bare-faced imposition, and applications ofsool and lard, etc?
of Connecticut river, and west of it, nearly twenty years.
The physician says the relief is most in
desired permission to chastise the beggar on
The definitive treaty of Sept. 3d, 1783, boundary by legislators and agents of the
which are delineated upon the map as far
the spot.
But the King declared himself stantaneous : from a minute or two to half west as it extends.
between the United States and Great Bri British Government and their men of sci
well satisfied with his purchase, and order an hour will free the injured from pain, no
It is difficult to imagine a more certain tain, declares and describes the boundaries ence.
ed the sentence to be engraved on all his gold matter what the extent of the burn may be, and accurate description of boundaries than as follows : “ And that all disputes which
In the session of Parliament in 1783,
and silver plate. Some time after a con even if all the skin is removed from the body. that contained in the treaty of 1783, or might arise in future, on the subject of the immediately succeeding the treaty, the
spiracy was entered into (or the purpose of Try it.—Herald and Gazette.
which, with more certainty can be applied boimdaries ofthe United States, may be ministry were charged with having made a
destroying the Prince ; and, as he was at
on the earth’s surface. Its monuments are prevented, it is hereby declared, that the bad bargain with the United States, by sur
The art of Printing was introduced into as fixed and certain as the pole and the following are and shall be their boundaries, rendering to them the country now in ques
that time indisposed, his surgeon was bribed
to dispatch him with a poisoned lancet. Ac the United States two hundred years ago everlasting hills, so long as the laws of mo viz.: From the northwest angle of Nova tion ; as it divided the British Provinces of
cordingly, on being called to bleed his Ma last month. Mr. Thomas, in his history of tion and gravitation shall continue.
The charge
Scotia, viz. that angle which is formed by a Nova Scotia and Quebec.
jesty, he prepared lo accomplish his design ; Printing, makes the following entryIn
It may not bp unimportant to inquire line drawn due north from the source of the was acknowledged by the Ministry, and
but happening to cast his eyes on the sen January, 1639, printing was first performed what the British claim is, and what the boun St. Croix river to the highlands ; along the their apology was, that by giving the Unit
tence inscribed on the silver basin which an (at Cambridge) in that part of North daries of their Provinces are, so far as they said highlands which divide the rivers that ed States this territory, it would secure a
attendant held, he was seized with remorse, America which extends from the Gulph of are connected with this question. It is well empty themselves into the river St. Law more lasting peace.
The map, published
dropped the fatal instrument, and prostrat Mexico to the frozen Ocean.”
known as an historical fact, that the British rence from those which fall into the Atlan with the debates of that session shows the
ing himself before his injured master, con
and French long contended for empire in tic Ocean, to the northwesternmost head of territory as claimed bv us.
*
*
* " *
#
*
fessed his crime, and named the instigators
New Bread injurious.—Complaints are America—each endeavoring to expel the Connecticut river ; thence down along the
of his horrid purpose. The King, turning frequent against eating new bread, but the other. Oct. 7, 1691, by the charter of middle of that river to the forty-fifth degree
Again, the British maps published sep
to his courtiers, said. “ now I hope you will true cause is not often explained.
The William and Mary, the Province of Massa of north latitude ; from thence by a line due arately or annexed to their histories, trav
confess, that a piece of advice productive of mischievous consequences do not arise from chusetts Bay contained what is now the west on said latitude, until it strikes the riv els, &c’, after the Proclamation of 1763 un
30 important a consequence was cheaply its chemical composition, but its mechanic State of Maine and the Provinces of Nova er Iroquois or Cataraquy.”
“ East by a til 1815, all represent the line as claimed:
purchased at a hundred pieces of gold.”
al agency. It is very compressible ; it is, Scotia and New Brunswick, with the part line to be drawn along the middle of now by the State of Maine.
The maps
How many disastrous events, how many therefore, rarely well masticated ; it is of Canada lying between Maine and New the river St, Croix, from its mouth in the
published during the time which elapsed be
heart-rending catastrophies would be avoid swallowed quickly, and in large quantity, Brunswick on the one hand, and the river Bay of Fundy to its source, and from its
tween the provisional treaty and the defini
ed, were our undertakings well considered and then as instantly expands from absorp St. Lawrence on the other. In 1719, the source directly north to the aforesaid high
tive treaty of peace, to wit: Sagerand Ben
at the beginning ! were the probable conse tion of the fluid contents of the stomach, Province of Nova Scotia had a separate Gov lands which divide the rivers that fall into
nett’s United States of America, with the
quences deliberately weighed, and sage ad which organ, thus suddenly and extensively ernor, without any specified limits, further the Atlantic Ocean from those which fall
British possessions, &c., London 9th Feb
vice attended to 1 Rashness is more pecu distended; not only suffers pain on its own than could be gathered from the description into the river St. Lawrence.”
ruary, 1783 ; Bew’s North America, &c.
liarly the error of the young, and many a part, but compresses the neighboring blood in the commission of“ Nova Scotia, or ABy a comparison, it will be readily seen for Rebel Colonies, now United States) en
life is spent in biller repining, because due vessels, so as materially to interfere with cadia, in America.”
Thus the Provinces that the boundaries differ in only one place graved for the Political Magazine, London,
deliberation was not used at its outset, and the general circulation ; hence the train of continued, until the peace which ended the from the boundaries which were establish
9th February, 1783; J. Wallis’s United
proper precautions were not taken to avoid suffering consequent on such indulgence.
war of 1756, and which put an end to the ed by the British, to wit, at the head of States of America, &c., London, April,
the rocks and quicksands which abound in
Connecticut river.
The commission to 1783 ; J. Carey’s United States of Ameri
rights and jurisdiction of the French.
Boston Trav.
the ocean of existence.”
The Royal Proclamation of Oct. 7th, Gov. Carleton, dated 22d April, 1786, a ca, &c., London, July, 178*3—all show the
The number of seamen registered in the 1763, establishes the Government of Que short period after the definitive treaty of lines, as all the preceding had done, and
11 Father,” said a young man once, to a
various ports of the United States, during bec, and so much of the southern boundary peace, bounds his government “ South by show the understanding of the people, and
patriarch of the mountains, who is still liv
the year commencing in October, 1837, as is connected with the present controver a line from the Bay of Chaleurs, along the the nation, and no doubt were intended to
ing (after being told that he must not go
and ending in September, of the last year, sy is : “ whence the said line crossing the highlands which divide the rivers that aid in or illustrate the debates in Parlia
with half a dozen idle fellows, who had
as is shown by the returns made to the of river St.; Lawrence and the Lake Cham empty themselves into the river St. Law ment. One of them at least was, as it
come to invite him,) “ Father, why is it
fice ot the Secretary of State, is as follows : plain in forty-five degrees of north latitude rence from those which fall into the At appears from its title and the purpose to
that you deny me those privileges which oth
Maine, 867, New Hampshire 140, Massa passes along the highlands which divide lantic Ocean, to thè northwesternmost which it was applied. Thus far has been
er parents grant sb readily to their sons of my
chusetts 2554, Rhode Island 253, Connec the rivers that empty themselves into the head of Connecticut river; thence down detailed the understanding of the British
own age ?” “ David,” said the father, af
ticut 104, New York 982, Pennsylvania said river St. Lawrence from those which along the middle of that river to the forty Government and the people, including the
ter lifting up his head and leaning upon his
523, Maryland 360, District of Columbia fall into the sea and also along the north fifth degree of north latitude ; from thence intelligent portion of them—when, too, the
hoe handle, “ I have lived much longer in
27, Virginia 206, North Carolina 71, Ala coast of the Bay des Chaleurs and the coast due west on said latitude, until it strikes attention ofthe whole nation was distinctly
the world than you have, and I see dangers,
Here called to the subject, when everj’ circum
bama 45, Louisiana 382, Florida 39__ of the Golf of St. La wrence, to Cape Ros- the river Iroquois or Cataraquy.”
which you little suspect. These young men
ieres and from thence crossing the mouth of it seems the British changed the line in stance was the most exciting, when every
6493'.—N. Y. Express.
are in a bad way. Such habits of idleness,
the river St. Lawrence.”
their commissions to Governors, as they circumstance was as fresh as it could be in
and this going about to frolics and horse ra
Gov. James Murray was the first Gov had done previously, after the alteration of the recollection of every one, and when if
a Our party is the bone and sinew of
ces wilt ruin them. You will see, if you
ernor of the Province of Quebec, and his the line by the Act of Parliament of 1774. there had been the slighest doubt or mis
live, that some of them will get into the the country,” said an electioneering office commission was dated Nov. 21st, 1703, and A comparison also shows the exact coinci
apprehension, it would have appeared on
“And what are the
State’s Prison by and by, and it is well if holder to a farmer.
contains the same description of boundary. dence of this line with the line described the one or the other side, still the Govern
they do hot come to the gallows.
These bones and sinews worth, without the In the commission to Gov. Montague Wil
in the treaty of 1783.
The successive ment and men ofscience all collectively ex
are my reasons for wishing you to have brains ?” replied the farmer,
mot, dated Nov. 21st 1763, appointing him Governors of the Province have been lim press but one and the same opinion.
The
nothing to do with them.” David was sat
Governor of the Province of Nova Scotia, ited by the same line to the present time— boundaries are recognized and understood
THE
SUB
TREASURERS.
isfied. Years rolled away.
These young
the north and west boundaries are thus de although the Province of Quebec was in to be, where they had been before estab
I see them on their winding way ;
men soon spent their patrimony and fell in
scribed : “ To the northward our said Prov 1791 divided into two Provinces, called in lished by the British Government, adopt
Look how they make their trotters play !
to dissipated habits. From step to step
ince shall be bounded by the southern boun the Act of Division, Upper and Lower ed by the treaty of 1783, and the State of
Their coat tails swinging backward fly,
they went on, till the prediction of the pa
dary of our Province of Quebec as far as Canada.
Filled with the spoils of victory.
Maine now insists thev are.
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Again, at the time ofthe treaty of Ghent, I
Amendment, In order to make the bill more! Mr. Otis of Hallowell took the floor. JU
in 1814, the British Commissioners wished 1 UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE, LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
- comprehensive. He said the bill as it now said he had no particular objection to the
stands would not cover more than half the first and second resolutions, leaving out the
to purchase or acquire the territory or a
TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS....THIRD SESSION.
SENATE.
cases. He proposed to give relief to bonds-! preamble. With regard to the doctrine of
part of it, for some equivalent in territory
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30.
men in cases where the notification to credi- , instructions, it will be time to
k
or otherwise» The whole appears in the
FRIDAY, JAN. 25.
Legislation inexpedient decreed on the or tors was not given through a Justice of the t its advocates make practice conform to their
correspondence between the Commission
The report of the Secretary of the Treasu der relative to altering the law for attachment Peace. The amendment prevailed,. 109 to 7. theory, At present it seems to be like “ ro.
-- wroers of the respective Governments at the ry in reply to Mr. Rives’s resolutions, relating; of real estate,
Mr. Hutchins moved to commit the bill to . tation irr office,” very convenient
_____to urge
a&to the contracts of the Treasury with the
time the treaty of Ghent was made.
a joint select committee.
on others, bm not so convenient to pract'uC
Again in 181Z, when the Agents and Bank of the United States, was taken up, and j
Mr.
Allen
opposed
the
motion.
i
ourselves.
Th®
last
resolution
seems
intend.
The
see ms’in tend.
THURSDAY, JAN. 31.
Mr.
Commissioners under the fifth article of the, Mr. Wright spoke at length upon it.
I he motion prevailed, and Messrs. Hutch- ed to laud the young democracy of Reuel
The Senate joined Messrs. Perkins, W. M.
Rives
replied.
The
Senate
adjourned
to
!
ins,
Cole,
Vose,
French,
Allen
of
Bangor,
Williams.
This
is
almost
enough
to call U1!
treaty of Ghent met and instructed the Sur
Reed and Gross to the committee on the or
Monday.
; Allen ofAlfred, and Ide were appointed on the ghost of bbek cockade federalism m
veyors to run the line according to the trea
der relative to the reduction of the fees on .
. r.i o
re
•
t the. .u
part
of the
Messr rs. claim its favorite son. But there is no need
„.jj
re?House. [Senate joined
:
ty of 1783 according to the authority given
n X/Z uH .a
«
tot
a t >• Littlefield, Belcher and Bradbury.]
MONDAY, JAN. 28.
. ] .. i for the ghost to appear—for its favorite son
them by the aforesaid fifth article, they in
Uraered, I hat the committee on the JudiA
, . > ■
u
J J
The President of the United States, in ciary be instr,iewd to enquire into the ex,». Î At 11
"ck the "">«7»
.---------............................................
„urai
11|ocl
o clock
two Houses met m con- is engaged
in carrying
into effect the worst
structed the surveyors to run an exploring1 compliance with the resolution of the Senate, ( (tliency
ef repealing an Act passed March 6, V?^l0n.|0''
,”f * ,&e,”at?r
’»’«■'.■I11“. »' “lien ““d
'»*
by
j
line, and also a permanent line from the!j communicated the correspondence between
of Mr. Humphreys ol Cumberltmd appointed laboring for the increase of Executive
, looo, relative to the cpilecliop pt taxes.
.
.
patron
monument at the source of the river St.:
government and that of Great Britain,
age and the concentration of power in thei Mr. Gross called up the Bill to divorce Eh- i Sheriff.
Whole number of votes
173
Croix due north to the rivers, or a river which has been had since the last session of . enezer Col>b and Mary Cobb.
hands ofthe government. But, Mr. O. sai(|
87
Necessary to a choice
emptying into the river St. Lawrence, and i Congress.
whitewash him as you may, Reud Willing
I Mr. Perkins addressed the Senate at some
Joshua Parsons had
104
will still be a federalist.
thence along the highlands dividing the | Mr. Benton’s bill for the repeal ofthe Salt length in opposition to the bill.
48
Thomas Perley
Mr. O. said his remarks would be chiefly
rivers emptying into the river St. Law I tax was taken up, and Mr. Davis went at
The vote was then taken on the question
Edward Kent
1
length into a consideration of the subject.
confined to the two resolutions respectin«of passing the bill to be engrossed, and deci
rence from those which fall into the Atlan
Blanks
20
the financial measures ofthe government. ’
ded in the negative.
tic Ocean, to the northwesternmost head of
Mr. Parsons was declared elected, and the
TUESDAY, JAN 29.
Mr. O. urged that the sub-treasury scheme
Petitions
presented
and
referred
—
of
Isaac
Connecticut River. Thusl far there appears
convention
separated.
is anti-republican in all its tendencies. f(
The bill to repeal the duty on Salt, and Perry étais.—of R. H. Bridgham et als. for
,o
*
j
Resolve
read
once
and
tomorrow
assigned
:
to have been no claim set up by the British I the Fish bounty was resumed, and Mr. Wil
! rèpeal of license law—of Enoch Cross ainrt j—additional relating io school fund (Bank' will go to give the administration the money
to any part ofthe State of Maine, and had liams, of Maine, addressed the Senate at ¡20 als. for a Bank at Sanford.
power, that power which is higher than all
I tax to be apportioned according io the numthose instructions been throughout carried ! length in opposition to it.
He was follow j
Finally, passed—Resolve authorizing a her of scholars between 4 and 21 returned by iI powers.
| Mr. O. expressed himself in favor of a ft’a.
into full and complete effect, the controver ed by Mr. Benton in reply, and in reply to ‘ Loan in behalf of the State.
the last census.)
; tional Institution located in N. York.
" "
■ ■by Messi
Buchanan
sv which now exists would have been long! Mr.* Davis,and
Resolves finally' passed—authorizing a loan ' objected’ that it i/uneojrsiïtmïtma\V1ïf-it «JJ
................
...
A
motion
to
lay
the
bill
on
the
einrp
epttlpd
•
thp
hniiridarv
would
have
and
Niles.
FRIDAY,
FEB.
1.
since settled ; the boundary would have
in behalf of the Slate.
1 constitutional enough for Madison, the reptilil
Papers from the House disposed of in con
been established according to the ancient table was lost, yeas 12, nays 24.
On motion of Mr. Delesdernier, the re- licait expt under of the constitution, it was co».
currence.
lines, and the treaty of 17&»3.
solves relating to the public money were t,J
ta-! stitutional enough for him.
But he would
WEDNESDAY, JAN 30.
Mr. Littlefield from the Judiciary Commit ken up.
II npt_ confine the issue to a National Bank
In 1818 the British Agent, Judge Chip
Mr Wright reported the new Sub-Treas tee,-reported a bill making the private prop
Mr. Moore of Waterville addressed the 1 or
man, had the address to procure the annul
.....a Sub-treasury.
Elect the Secretary nf
ury bill, providing for the better security of erty of Stockholders held for all the debts of Housetat length. He reviewed the history of /
‘tl
ling of those instructions excepting so far the public money in the hands ‘ of agents
the Treasury by Congress or by the people
the corporation—read once and 500 copies the deposite act, and contended that we have
and
allow
the
bills
of
sound specie-payinJ
as to continue the exploring line due north and officers of the government, and the pun ordered to be printed.
no right to make a demand on thu Secretary ; banks to be received for government dues
from the monument to a river emptying into ishment of defaulters. It being very long,
of the Treasury.
i and there will be no difficulty in adoption a
the river St. Lawrence, leaving the line on it was, on the suggestion of Mr. Wright,
SATURDAY, FEB. 2.
Before Mr. M, concluded, on motion of Mr. system which will answer the purposes of
the highlands dividing the rivers, &c., to the printed for the use of members, without be
The Bill to divorce William and Mary Vose, the House adjourned.
I the government and people.
northwesternmost head of Connecticut riv ing read or referred. Mr. Benton’s motion Cobb came from the House non-cohcUrred.
Before Mr. Otis had concluded, on motion,
for
leave
to
introduce
a
bill
for
a
repeal
of
FRIDAY,
FF.B
1.
On motion of’Mr Gross, the Senate receded
er, excepting at a few points totally unex
; of Mr. Lyman the committee rose, reported
the salt duty and fish bounty, was further and concurred in its passage to be engrossed.
On motion of Mr. Moor, the resolutions re-! progress, and obtained leave to sit a^ain?
plored—even an exploring line was never
debated, being opposed by Mr. Ruggles,
Passed to be enacted—Resolve additional specting the public money were taken up,
run on that part of the boundary.
leave was granted—yeas 21, nays 20.
for thea annual distribution of the School Mr. Moor proceeded in his remarks.
#####♦
TUESDAY, FEB. 5.
Fund.
Mr. M. next took up the resolutions as aTHURSDAY, JAN. 31 .
The Commissioners are preparing a
Legislation inexpedient decreed on an or mended, and commented upon them in sue-'i On motion of Mr. Dane of Kennebtmk
j Ordered, That the Committee on the Libia*
Mr. Williams, of Maine, submitted the fol der lor altering the powers and duties of o- cession.
map ofthe country to explain and illus
He
ursed
that
I ry he i‘?u,1uelad 10
¡'»to the expedílowing
resolution,
which
was
considered
verseers of the Poor—on the letter of Foster
Mr. Vose took the floor,
trate the prominent parts and features pre
6.
j entry oi selecting a room or rooms to be perBryant.
the original resolution was a reasonable prop
sented in their report, and to which map and agreed to :
osition, and had not been met by a fair argu- manently used as a library room, and of
Resolved, That the Commitlee on Finance,
reference has been repeatedly made.
But
adopting rules and regulations in relation
,„eut by any ge,uleu.cn who has par.ielpa.ed
to
which
the
bill
for
the
abolition
ofthe
duty
MONDAY,
FEB.
4.
the Map not being completed, they can
> use ’of
the
on
salt,
and
of
the
bounty
to
fishing
vessels
'
leh
"
te
-.
‘
V
,he
e
V
Sl
"'
g
u
laWS
h
01
“
‘
r
™»c 1-y Ibc ...e.nhers of.be Legislau.r
e’ a'Zi
On motion of Mr. Erskine, the committee
with this report deliver only a rough draft!
U. bia.es, lyiiilhe has a right to her share ot o|hers |O111|
•
was referred, be instructed to inquire into the
and whether any, and if any, what
as far as they have made it, but will deliver expediency of abolishing the duty upon all on the>Judiciary was instructed to int|uiie in the fourth instalment. The resolution was
to
the
expediency
of
providing
by
law
that
legislation may be necessary for the ex
a more perfect map of the country as far as breadstuff's, .beef and pork, iron, sugar, mo
opposed, nut by argument, but by an attack
no person convicted of a crime against the
change of the public documents, Laws, Repast explorations and surveys furnish the lasses and lead.
on
the
administration
of
Gov.
Kent.
The
State shall be imprisoned in State Prison for
solves and Judicial Decisions of this State
authorities, as soon as it can be finished.
Mr. Wall from the Committee on the Ju a less term than two years, and also that con gentleman from Thomaston says the esti for those of other Slates, and into the expe
Future explorations and surveys will, no diciary, to which was referred the bill to victs in the County jails be put to hard labor, mate for printing this year is $10,000—well, diency of an annual appropriation for the
doubt, develope new facts which can here prevent the interference of certain Federal the jailers ofeach County being responsible the estimate lor last year was $9,000. Mr. V. purchase of books.
'
defended the administration of Gov. K.
after be added. It has been, and is, the officers in elections, made a report thereon, for their safe custody.
On motion of Mr. Allen of Alfred, order
He
then
took
a
view
of
the
history
of
the
which on motion of Mr. Hubbard, was or
Mr. Dumont called up the report of the
ed, that the joint Standing Committee on
intention ofthe Commissioners, to repre
dered to be printed, and ten thousand extra Judiciary Committee, relative to the election principal experiments of the General Govern Agriculture be instructed to inquire into the
sent the great and prominent features ofthe copies were ordered.
of Clerks of Courts, County Attorneys and ment. He read from the report of the Secre expediency of procuring for distribution
country, its principal rivers and branches,
After an executive session the Senate ad Commissioners, and remarked that he wished tary of the Treasury soon after the deposite 1 among the several towns and plantations in
and its mountains correctly, which they journed.
system was adopted, to show that he advised j
to offer an amendment, but did not see exact
this Slate, Cobb’s manual respecting the
the banks to discount upon the public money. I
presume they shall accomplish, while ma
ly how he could get at jt.
growth of the Mulberrry tree with direction»
Now
gentlemen
turn
round
and
blame
the
FRIDAY, FEB. 1.
ny of the minor parts may be less accurate
Mr. D. then moved to lay the Report on
fur the culture of Silk.
for the want of the proper authorities.
The only public bill acted upon was one to the table and to take up the bill.
The poor merchants for using this very money
An act for t,he limitation of Criminal pro»which
the
Secretary
ofthe
Treasury
advised
The Commissioners having been by allow a drawback on imported hemp, when motion to lay on the table was put and lost
ecutions and an act to provide for the ex
the
deposite
banks
to
furnish
them
with.
penditures of the State Pi ison, passed to be
their instructions directed to make further manufactured into cordage and exported. by a party vote.
Mr. V. said he bad no particular objection
The question on the acceptance of the Re
enacted.
enquiries, they will, as soon they can, make The bill passed to be engrossed by a vote of
27 to 9, and the Senate went into Executive port was taken by yeas and nays as follows : to the first and second resolution, but oppos
The House then went into Committee of'
another Report, embracing all the subjects
session and adjourned.
Yeas—Messrs Barker, Bradley, Comstock, ed the third, which advocates the sub-treasu : the Whole,—Mr. Delesdermer in the Chair,
ry
system.
to which their attention was called, and
Emery, Gross, Heagan, Holden, Littlefield,
He opposed the 4th resolution, attributing —and resumed the consideration of the Re
which are not embraced in this Report.
Osgood, Perkins, Prince, Shaw, Smart and
solves relating to ihe Public Money. Mr.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
the
defalcations to the U. S. Bank and State
JOHN G. DEANE,
Williams—14.
Otis of Hallowell, occupied the floor for
FRIDAY, JAN. 25.
Bank
deposite
systems.
He
read
to
show
M. P. NORTON,
Nays—Messrs. Belcher, Boutelle, Bowles,
about half an hour in concluding the re
The Speaker laid before the House a com
that
in
the
case
of
Swartwour,
his
defalcations
Dumont, Erskine, Jaques, Norton, Win.
J AMES IRISH,
marks he commenced yesterday.—He iifl'ermunication from ihe Secretary of the Navy, Reed and Steward—9.
amounted to a little over $35,000 when the
Commissioners.
in answer to a resolution of the House, re
deposites were removed from the U. S. Bank ed at the conclusion of his speech the fol
So
the
Re
port
was
accepted
and
the
Sen

lowing Resolves, and moved that they bo
Augusta, Dec. 31, 1838.
lating to certain charges made against Com
—to 300,000 when the deposite bank system
ate decided that Clerks of Courts, County At
recommended to the House for their adop
modore Elliott, which was laid on the table
ceased
—
but
when
the
sub
treasury
system
torneys and County Commissioners should
tion. They were rejected by a party vole.
[From the New York Express.]
and ordered to be printed. Mr. Lincoln pre
went into operation the amount swelled to
not be elected by the people.
Resolved, That the National Treasury
City Affairs.—More Criminal Libels.—It sented a communication from Commodore
1.225,000.
He
asked
gentlemen
to
compare
Mr. Barker was excused from serving on
should be separate and independent of Ex
will be seen from the following official docu Elliott, giving his version ofthe affair, which the committee on Division of Towns and Mr. the three systems by this test.
ment, that the wretched individual whose was also ordered to be printed.
He commented upon the two closing reso ecutive control.
Shaw was substituted.
Resolved, That our Senators and Repre
The House then went into Committee of
name is therein embodied is again in trouble,
Mr. Barker was then appointed on the N. lutions—particularly that in eulogy of Reuel sentatives in Congress be requested to use
and is likely now to receive due and merited ij the Whole, and took up a great number of Eastern Boundary committee
vice Mr. Williams. He complained that it is not quite
punishment for the many serious crimes with private bills. Those to which'no objection Humphreys resigned.
general enough—it does not mention those their influence to have the Secretary of the
1 reasury and Treasurer chosen by Con
was made were reported to the House, and
which he stands charged.
Mr. Littlefield, out of courtesy to the mi services of Mr. W. in support ofthe last war
gress ; to hold their office for a definite pe
those which gave occasion for any debate
which
the
Age
alludes
to
—
that
support
which
City and County of New York, ss.
nority on that question, moved a reconsider
riod, and to execute their duties under the
were laid aside.
ation ofthe vote passing to be engrossed the he gave to the administration of President direction of Congress,
Thomas R. Minturn, of No. 675, Broad
Madison.
He
complained
also
that
it
is
not
bill to divorce Willjam and Mary Cobb—the
way, in the city of New York, being duly
Resolved, That the government should at
SATURDAY, JAN. 26.
motion was laid on the table and tomorrow particular enough—it does not refer to that all limes receive for its dues, such money,—
sworn, deposes and says that he is the
journey to Washington in 1832, when Mr. W.
The bills ordered to a third reading yester assigned for its consideration.
brother of the deceased Rowland R. Min
did not go for nothing, but signed his name when equivalent to specie,—as is current in
turn; that on or about the 13th day of De day, were most of them finally passed to-day.
to the instrument by which a portion of our the country, and make its disbursements in
cember last past, the annexed scandalous
TUESDAY, FEB. 5.
citizens awd territory were to be exchanged the same currency.
MONDAY, JAN. 28.
and defamatory libel was published in this
The petition of Elijah Grover and als. for wild lands in M ichigan.
Mr. Otis in the remarks he submitted to
On motion of Mr. Cushing, sundry resolu came from the House referred to a Joint Se
city, of and concerning his said brother—and
the Committee, confined his attention prin
Mr.
V.
yielded
to
a
motion
to
adjourn.
tions onereu
offered by
that one George W. Dixon is the editor and jitons
ny him
mm on a former
¡ormer day,
nay, in
tn rere lect Committee.
The Senate non-concurcipally to the subject of the Currency, and
publisher of said paper.
Deponent further ■ gard td certain matters in the relations be- red. and referred the petition to the Judicia
the Sub-Treasury. The above Resolutions
SATURDAY, FEB. 2.
says, that the said publication relative to his i tween Great Britain and the United Slates, ry Committee.
embody the substance of the doctrines for
The
Bill
additional
to
an
act
entitled
‘
an
said brother, he verily believes to have been, were taken up and agreed to.
Mr. Bowles called up the bill to make Ca
which he contended. The Anti-Democratic
A resolution was adopted, calling on the lais the ‘shire town of Washington county. act against Hawkers and Pedlars and Petty principles of the Sub-Treasury, as tending
in its effects upon his mind, the immediate )
cause of his brother’s sickness and subsequent ! President for information respecting any de- After adopting some slight amendments, the Chapman,’ approved Feb. 18, 182J, was ta
to concentrate too much power in the Exec
ken up, read a second time, its further con
death ; and that the matters contained therein maud which had been made on the British bill was passed to be engrossed.
utive, he pointed out, and illustrated in a
sideration
assigned
to
Tuesday
next,
and,
in
Government for satisfaction for the burning
are utterly false and untrue.
An act additional to an act for the protec
strong and clear liirht. He was followed by
ofthe Caroline.
(Signed) THOMASR. MINTURN.
tion of the Metanawcook and Military road, the mean time, five hundred copies ordered to Mr. Hamlin of Hampden, who occupied
Sworn before me, ?
and an act authorising the President, Di be printed.
the floor for about an hour. His effort thus
Bill to divorce Ebenezer and Mary Cobb far, has been to pre e that Henry Clay, Win.
Jan. 7,1839. $
TUESDAY, JAN. 29.
rectors and Company of the Manufacturers
came
from
the
Senate
refused
a
passage,
and
H. W. Merritt.
Mr. Briggs offered a resolution, calling on and Traders Bank to reduce their capital,
H. Harrison, John Davis, Levi Lincoln,
the House, on motion of Mr. Levensaler, in
To the complaint
was appended
a similar the Postmaster General to report to the passed to be engrossed.
,
, ,
George Evans, &c. are Federalists ; and that
sisted
on
its
former
vote
passing
the
bill
lobe
affidavit, signed by Edward Minturn. Each i House at the next session certain informaReuel Williams, James Buchanan, Garret
engrossed.
of the above named gentlemen also prefer- tion, particularly his opinion of the effect of
D. Wall, Robert P. Dunlap, Gorham Parks,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Read
twice
and
Monday
assigned
—
provid

red two other complaints of similar charac a reduction of the rates of postage, so that
Stephen Emery, &c. are Democrats. Be
ing in part for expenditures ofthe State Pris
WEDNESDAY, JAN.
ter against Dixon. A warrant was issued, the charge for conveyance 80 miles and less,
fore he concluded his remarks he gave way
Petitions presented and referred— Otis Little on—additional regulating mills (limits toll to tor a motion for the committee to rise, reand in a short time officer Sparks had the shall be 5 cents, over 80 and not over 200,
l-16th
and
provides
penalties
for
viola

and
46
others
tor
the
prohibition
of
the
sale
offender before the Court. Mr. Merritt de- 10 cents ; over 200 miles and not over 400,
port progress and ask leave to sit again.
The 'intoxicating_ liquors
—-inhabitants of Limer tion.)
manded in each case bail in the amount of I 15 cents, and over 400 miles 20 cents.
.
Resolves
finally
passed
—
additional
for
the
lick
for^hesaine
—
i
$3000—($9,000) and in default of which he ' resolution was agreed to.
ick for the saine—inhabitants of Limerick aJUurdcr.—-We understand that a man by
distribution of the annual school fund—in fa
The House went into committee of the ’gainst Slavery.
was fully committed for trial. The only
the name of Maloy, an Irishman, living at
vor
ofSebattis
Neptune.
The
bill I
Report from the Judiciary committee aperson who appeared to offer bail for Dixon, whole on the appropriation bills.
'
Houlton, was murdered in his own house on
Mr. Kimball of Lebanon obtained leave of
was the notorious Madame Miller, keeper of making appropriations for pensioners was ! gainst, reducing fees on Justice writs was
Monday night last. His wife, sister and two
a house of ill-fame in this city.—Her appli taken up, and reported.
taken up, and on motion of Mr. Thompson, absence for ten days from and after Mon or three Irishmen have been arrested on sus
cation to become bail was however refused
referred to a joint select committee consisting day next.
picion of being concerned in the murder.
Mr. Vose called up the Resolves concern
by the magistrate.
on the part ofthe House of Messrs. Thomp
WEDNEFDAY, JAN. 30.
Bangor Whig
Cour.
ing the public money, and continued speak
A few minutes previous to the adjourn
son
of
Eddington,
Hight
of
South
Berwick,
The debate on the President’s Message ,
, 7^
’
E ,01
ing
until
the
hour
of
adjournment,
when
on
ment of the Sessions Court, Dtxon appeared
»«».¡.«1 Mr. Cl„,k» .
Sargeant
of. Monroe, Blake
~“-e
.....w of
V1 Ham
1J(1|rison, Lerwas continued. Mr. Clarke, a conservative
A correspondent of the New Era gives
'
j
.
Iiiuuu
vv al ien, Hobbs of Eastport, and motion of Mr. Otis the resolves were laid on
before the Recorder, and through his Coun
mond ui
of Warren,
member from New York, tmade a speech,, Slelso
the following excellent directions for those
,vof
Stetson.
the table.
sel, demanded a reduction of the bail re
reflecting severely upon the course of the
whose clothes may take fire
quired by the Police.
Mr. French of Nobleboro’, from the com
rvv,
*
1
-i !i Administration,
lllililJHI C1UUI1, illlU
and UI
ol „IltiSSrS,
Messrs. V
Cambreleng
i
re1 Cl I <r
“ Should your clothes get on fire, lie
MONDA Y, FEB. 4.
'the application was strenuously opposed and Moo
mbers from New York. Sev- mittee on the Judiciary, reported a bill to aPetition of Elijah Grover and 55 others, that down on the floor, and roll over until it is
thi> District
Distrirr Attorney,
Attornev. who spoke
sooke in the !i (ra|.
. \
, ... ..
,
,
byr the
appropriation bills, for the Army, Navy, bolish the Court of Common Pleas and es the Legislature may inquire by what author put out. Or, if a blanket, carpet or rugis fit
tablish a District Court which was laid on
Nor.be™ frdntier,
conduct ; but in the case of the Polyanthus
the table and 600 copies ordereijl to be print- ity and for what cause one Tappan is confin hand, wrap it around you.”
were ordered to a third reading.
ed in Augusta jail, and render him relief,
and its notorious .conductor, he could only
speak of it in terms of unmeasured censure.
A Profitable Business.—We understand
The bill provides for the division of the presented by Mr. Levensaler of Thomaston,
THURSDAY, JAN. 31.
“ The accused,” said Mr. Whitney, “stood
Stale into three Districts, the Western Dis- was referred to a select committee, with pow that an individual of this town says he has
The
annual
Army
Appropriation
............
VUIIIWIIUII1I
vxroru
er
to
send
for
persons
and
papers
consisting
bill was trict to comprise York, Cumberland, Oxford
made fifteen hundred dollars by attending to
before the court a criminal of the blackest
dye. He was morally guilty of having, taken up m Committee of ihe Whole, and and Franklin Counties, with one Judge • the of Messrs. Levensaler, Smiley, Nickerson, his own business, and five hundred more by
within a few months, committed no less than j, debated on a motion to increase the, appro- Middle District, Kennebec,Lincoln and Som- Cushman, Bradbury, Mason and Sheldon, letting other people's alone.
This surely is a good business and pays
three several murders—two upon females,:I prmtion for Armories from 300,000 to $360,-1 eiset, with one Judge, the Eastern District to with such as the Senate may join.
Before, comprise all the remaining Counties, with
Passed to be engrossed—Resolve in favor well—and, at present, is not overdone.
and the last on one of our most respected 000, the amount in former years.
11
- It makes
■
citizens. He was, therefore, utterly opposed the question was determined, the Committee two Judges.
very little change in of the town of Lyman.
Watchtower.
rose.
Petitions presented and referred—Joseph
to any reduction of bail in the case.”
the powers of the Court, but adopts the main
Smith,
2d.
et
als.
to
be
authorized
to
sell
the
x
ltC
yaav
n»nn
>
The Court denied the application for re
provisions of the law of 1822 establishing the
“ They say trout will bite now, father,”
FRIDAY, FEB. 1.
duction of bail—and Madame Miller stepped
Court of Common Pleas, h repeals the law lower meeting house in Hollis-Nath’l Hill said
'J a“ sporting
7
" .vouth.
' .
“ Well, well, mind
‘ then' you’ll be sure they won’t
forward and tendered herself as surety ; and
The House took up and adopted, after a giving the Supreme Court concurrent juris et als. for a committee to settle the line be- ! your work,
tween Lyman and Hollis.
■ bite you,” was the consoling reply.
having justified in the possession by her of slight verbal modification, the .............
..
resolution
be- diction with the C. C. Pleas in all cases.
Remonstrance of J. K. Miller et als. against 'i
unincumbered real estate of the value of I fore offered by Mr. Naylor, calling upon the!
$18,000, and upwards, she was accepted Secretary of the Navy to furnish °the House
Thursday jan 31
the extension of the corporate privileges of! The largest standing army in the world is
and Dixon once more released from custody, with copies of the charges made by passed: Bill additional for the relief of poor debt- Sugar Island Boom Corporation.
kept °P by lbe Chinese ; it amounts to 1,200,000 men?
wv,vvu men uvnuuu, Russia has 650,000 men conttnuTh. Steamer R^^Zm carried on.
“n‘el,de<1
went into committee of the whole on the Re- ally under arms, and France 310,000. The
The
SO
passengers and 10,000 letters.
20.pa«tengers
tellers.
command of ibe Mediterranean squadron.
| Mr, Allen of Alfred proposed a further a- ; in the Ch air/"1 ng
P
D*
the Uoited Kingdom is upwards of
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Brandreth

Dr.
’fc
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
ftV»A CONTRAST—All nations» from 1he now offers to the public, and he was cured in
!
certain state of the mind accompanied VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL
a very short time, after his recovery had been
theremotest ages, have had ships, but Co- ;pronounced not only improbable, but absolutely
by indigestion, w’herein the greatest evils are
ESTABLISHED IN 1551.
pO
I
lumbus only found the way to America. Be- impossible,
I
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
by any human means.
Science should contribute to health.
fore the time of the great Spanish navigator,
DIRECTIONS FOR USE.-The Proprietor of the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
[From the Knickerbocker.]
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty years aside
people were only enabled to paddle about the the Vegetable Life Pills does not follow the medical writers supposed this disease to be
And am again a boy. Every breath
A PSALM OF DEATH.
shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It base and mercenary practice of the quacks of confined to those particular regions of the ab
Ofair that trembles through the window bears
‘ Dear, beauteous Diath ! the jewel of the
is but two short years since I first ventured the day, in advising persons to take his Pills in domen, technically called hypochondria,
Unusual odor.—Proctor's Mirancola.
just,
.
upon an unknown ocean, and 1 have discov large quantities. xVo good medicine can possibly which are situated on the right or left side of ,
HE unprecedented success which has !
Shining no where but in the dark,
be
so
required.
These
Pills
are
to
be
taken
at
ered the precious object I was in search of
resulted from the adoption of Brari. .
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
What mysteries do lie beyond thy dust,
HEALTH. Vegetable medicines were in bed time every night, for a week or fortnight, chondriasis.
dreth’s Pills, during a period of upwardsofSS !
i
Could we outlook that mark 1’
according
to
the
obstinacy
of
the
disease.
1
he
deed known when I commenced my seurciM
Henry Vaughan.
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal years, the nujnerous extraordinary cures
usual dose is from 2 to 5, according to the consti
but their use was not. By the use oft etn,
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or which they have performed upon hundreds
THE REAPER AND THE FLOWERS.
tution
of
the
person.
Very
delicate
persons
have not only passdd from the dejected in- ,
, individuals whom they ha’ve rescued from
There is a Reaper, whose name is Death,
1 should begin with but two, and increase as the bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas- of
valid, to the hale, hearty and active mani o (I nature of the case may require : those more ro modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal almost inevitable death after they had been
And with his sickle keen,
business, but, comparatively sPeak,nA’/ fi
bust, or of very costive habit, may begin with 3, pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing pronounced incurable by the most eminentof '
He reaps the bearded gram at a breath,
renewed my youth. lean thus, with confi and increase io 4, or even 5 Pills, and they will the attention upon any subject of importance the faculty—warrants the proprietor ohhis |
And the flowers that grow between.
dence in my own experience, advise with my effect a sufficiently happy change to guide the or engaging in anything that demands v,g01 Vegetable Universal Medicine, in warmly aB(| I
fellow-citizens. Does the reader wiint oof patient in their further use. These Pills some or courage. Also languidness—the mind be conscientiously recommending it to the es.
‘ Shall I have nought that is fair,’ saith he ;
jWBfc
‘ Have nought but the bearded grain ;
th ir the VEGETABLE L1F E MEDICINES times occasion sickness and vomiting, though comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel pecial notice of the public.
Though the breath of these flowers is sweet to are suitable to his own case ? I have on my. very seldom, unless the stomach is very foul; this,
Dr. Brandreth wishes mankind to consider I
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
file at my office, 367 Broadway, humheds of however, may be considered a favorable symp/- total derangement of the nervous system.
me,
. ,
this truth, that health solely depends on ihe
tom,
as
the
patient
will
find
himself
at
once
re

1 will give them all back again.
letters from some of the most respectable
The mental feelings and peculiar train of state of purity in which the blood is kept,evcitizens of ibis my nati ve land, voluntan y of lieved, and by perseverance will soon recover. ideas that haunt the imagination and over ery part of the body being supplied daily with
He gazed at the flowers with tearful eyes,
They
usually
operate
within
10
or
12
hours,
and
fered in testimony of the virtues of A GOOD
He kissed their drooping leaves ;
oíiij w
never give pain unless the bowels are very much whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di new blood from the food consumed, conse- I
VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
It was for the Lord of Paradise
jer dis<
encumbered. They may be taken by the most versity. The wisest and best of men are as quently, according'to the pureness oldie L
Persons
whose
constitutions
have
been
He bound them in his sheaves.
blood, so must the slate of the body be more F
delicate females under any circumstances.—It is, open to this affliction as the weakest.
nearly ruined by the “ all-infallible” mineral however, recommended, that those in later pe
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of or less healthy. To obtain, therefore, t|ie
1 My Lord hath need of the flowerets gay/
preparations of the day, will bear me-witness, riods of pregnancy should take but one nt a time, treatment are to remove indigestion and most direct purifier of the blood, is a question j
The Reaper said, and smil’d :
that the Life Medicines, and such on y, are and thus continue to keep the bowels open : and strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir of no little importance to every individual,
Dear tokens of the earth are they,
even two may be taken where the patient is very its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
That Brandreth’s Pills are the most direct
,he .rue course lo
When he was once a phild.’
Wil
costive. One pill in a solution of two table spoons
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con purifiers of the blood, there will be no doubt
< They shall all bloom in fields of light,
Wedne
GENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO full of water, may be given to an infant in the fol versation. The bowels (if costive) being care when it is considered that they have gained ,
lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours
Transplanted by my care,
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLSAND
till it operates ; for a child from one to five years fully regulated by the occasional use of a their present very extensive sale by iheirown
And saints upon their garments white
PHOENIX
BITTERS.
We know nothing better intrinsic merit ; proved by the iiiimerouscnreg
of arre, half a pill—and from five to ten, one pill. mild aperient.
thfe R*p
These sacred blossoms wear.
These medicines have long been known
THE PHOENIX BITTER8, are so called, be calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. which they have accomplished in every
House, e
and appreciated, for their extraordinary and cause they possess the power of restoring . the Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer ety of diseases.
And the mother gave, in tears and pain,
Daniel M
The flowers she most did love ;
The
peculiar
action
of
these
pills
is
most
I
immediate powers of restoring perfect health, expiring embers of health, to a glowing . vigor tain in their operation.
The bowels being
President
But she knew she should find them all again,
to persons suffering under nearly every kind throughout the constitution, as the Phoenix is said once cleansed his inestimable Camomile surprising ; their operations being moreor I
to
be
restored
to
life
from
the
ashes
of
its
own
and xNorn
in fields of light above.
of disease to which the human frame is haPills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti less powerful according to the pm’t'ness'of'i^ I
dissolution. The Phoenix Bitters are entirely spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and circulating fluid. On a person in a fairsiaieof I
re»-iii'ies. i.
blc
O, not in cruelty, not in wrath,
In many hundreds of certified instances, vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer without dispute have proved a great blessing health, who is only costive or slightly bilious, f
Messs
The Reaper came that day,
tain parts of the western country, which will inthey have even rescued sufferers from the
they will be scarcely felt; on the contrary,¡f
of Port lai
♦Twas an angel visited the green earth,
, fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all to the numerous public.
very verge of an untimely grave, after all the■ kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the
Some physicians have recommended a the complaint be chronic, and the consiiiuiioi)
inson ofil
And took the flowers away.
1 deceptive nostrums of the day had utterly effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the free use of mercury but it should<not be re be much deranged, they generally, at first,a)e I
were ap i
failed ; and to many thousands they have most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and sorted
powerful,
until
the
system
be
freed
fionisoai
I
to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
,
the votii'
" ;
NOTICE.
permanently secured that uniform enjoyment will immediately cure the determination of gravate the symptoms.
of its most vitiated and turgid humors. T|)1S
OTICE is hereby given, that Jefferson
Having ’
accomplished, doses sufficient to cause twooi I
of health, without wlfich life itself is but a BLOOD TO THE HEAD; never fail in the !
Smith of Sanford, in the County of partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their sickness incident to young females ; and will be rg^HE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- three copious evacuations daily, will soome, I
ed the w
JL
nied that whilst many medicines
York, physician, on the fifth day or De
a certain remedy in all cases of nervous which are recommended to the public, have move the disease, and the constitution willlie I
which F
efficacy invariably and infallibly proved, that found
i
cember 1833, mortgaged to the subscriber a
it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous .debility and loeakness of the most impaired con not even the negative merit of harmlessness, restored to a state of health and renewed
motion (i
“parcel of land, in said Sanford, bounded
stitutions.
Asa
remedy
for
Chronic
and
Inflam

to those who were unacquainted with the .
ken on t
as follows, viz.Beginning at the north cor
matory Rheumatism,, the efficacy of the Phoenix there are others which it would be great in vigor.
beautifully philosophical principles upon
These Pills are recommended by thousand! |
sing, ana
Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
ner of land then owned by Thomas Greenwhieh they are compounded, and upon gle bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is volve, untried, in a common condemnation. of persons whom they have cured of Com j
Messrs
halgh, on the road leading from Spring-vale
which they consequently act.
It was to half a wine glass full, in water or wine, and this And when a medicine comes endorsed with1 sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion,Dj’svillage to Shapleigh ; and running south 4U
Hallowe
their manifest and sensible action in purify quantity may be taken two or three times a day, all the great names that have adorned the’ pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense of fulldegrees west twelve rods,—by said GreenBangor,1
ing the springs and channels of life, and en
halgh’sland; thence north 42 degrees west duing them with renewed tone and v,g01'» about half an hour before meals, or a less quan annals of the medical profession, and war ness in the back part of the head, usually the
pointed i
tity
may
be
taken
at
all
times.
To
those
who
symptoms
of
the
apoplexy,
Jaundice,
Fever
f
ranted
by
the
Seal
and
signature
of
long
and
seven rods and eight links, to a stake ; thence
that they were indebted for their name, which are afflicted with indigestion after meals, these uniform success, its proprietor makes no un- and
of his nc
Ague,bilious, typhus, and commonFews ,
j
north 40 degrees east, to the road aforesaid,
Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very great
On m
( all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumatism,»ten rods ; thence by said road to the place was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous ly increase the action of the principal viscera, help reasonable demand upon the public confi- of
request of several individuals whose lives they
dence, when he claims for it a superior con vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleuiisy.in. |
a
comm
begun at, containing one half of an acre,
them to perform their functions, and enable the
ward weakness, depression of the spirits,Bh|).
resolutio
more or less, together with the house thereon had obviously saved.
stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is sideration.
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of lures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy, I
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed
of Hallo
standing.”
Dropsy,
Small
Pox,
Measles,
Croup,
Coughs,
j
I claim said real estate, by said mortgage afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this
of Gardi
and 1 hereby give notice that the condition of ly press,for placinghis VEGETABLE LIFE of the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au Whooping Cough, Quinsy. Cholic, Cholen
lev of B<
PILLS
within
the
knowledge
and
reach
of
Morbus,
Gravel,
Worms,
Dyseritary,
Deni1
thority
in
existence
condemns
it,
every
medi

tion
is
facilitated,
and
strength
of
body
and
ener

the same has been broken, by reason where
of Mt. A
every
individual
in
the
community.
Unlike
gy
of
mind
are
the
happy
results.
For
farther
ness,
ringing
noises
in
the
Head,
King
’
s
Evil,
cal
practitioner
that
is
acquainted
with
it,
of I claim, also, to foreclose the said mort
of Clint«
the host of pernicious/ quackeries, which boast particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and freely acknowledgesits pre-eminent virtues, Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony’s Fire,
gage.
DANIEL WISE.
of vegetable ingredients, the Life Pills are PHCENIX BITTERS, apply at Mr. Moffatt’s and that the latter should do so in opposition Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Uleers,someoi
Mr.
Kennebunk, Jan. 25, 1839.
purely and solely vegetable, and contain office, No. 367 Broadway, New York, where the to their personal interests, must be attributed thiyty years standing, Cancers. Tumoif, t
Resoluti
neither Mercurv, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or either to their candor and love of truth, or to swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costivenmall
farm for sale
$1 per box ; and the Bitters for $1 or $2 per bot
HE subscriber will sell the farm where other mineral in any form whatever. They tle. Numerous certificates of the wonderful their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreams,Fe
1. Re
male Complaints of every kind, especiallyobservation, and the testimony of thousands.
on he now resides, in Alfred ;contam- are entirely composed of extracts from rare efficacy of both, may be there inspected.
contest i
and of
powerful plants, the virtue of which,
•
ing 240 acres of excellent land ; 90 acres
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that strnctions, relaxations, & c.
In some obstinate and complicated cases of
the peop
The thousands who use and recommctid I
which are under excellent cultivation-well though long known to several Indian tribes, chronic and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure ail dis
prepare«
proportioned as to mowing, tillage and pas and recently to some emin’ent pharmaceutical Complaints, Fever and Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy, eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad these Pills, is a proof positive of their extra-1
priuciph
ture, producing abundantly, hay, corn, gram, chemists, are altogether unknown to the igno Piles, injuries from the use of mercury, quinine mits that they will not. He lays no claim to ordinary and beneficial eff ects. T hey in fact I
&c On 150 acres of this farm, is a thriving rant pretenders to medical science ;and were and other diseases of long standing, it may be the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,” assist nature, to do ail she can in the curing r
ually risi
found
necessary
to
take
both
the
Life
Pills
and
the
never
before
administered
in
so
happily
effi

of
every
form
and
symptom
of
the
one
only
I
growth of the best sorts of wood and timber,
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
onies, te
Phoenix Bitters, in doses before recommended.
also, an orchard of 400 thrifty trees.
It is cacious a combination.
the “Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he disease, to w hich the human frame is Ml
pire, oí
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all
advantageously located, within a few rods of
Their first operation is to loosen from the Mercury out of the system infinitely faster than does believe, and he can prove, that in debil ject, namely—impurity of the blood, or in I
ripies, t
the Court-house and of the public schools, coats of the stomach and bowels, the various1 the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous other words, an impure state of the fluids,I
mea, an
and about i of a mile from Alfred village impurities and crudities constantly settling certain remedy for the rushing of blood io the diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di These Pills do indeed ‘assist Ntuure’lonH
ny and
well watered, having many fine springs, to around them ; and to remove the hardened head, or all violent headaches, tic douleureux, &c. gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, she can do for the purification of die /minim;
gate adt
one of which an acqueduct is laid to accommo faeces which collect in the convolutions of the! —All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, whether of the lungs or the liver; in the body ; yet there are numerous persons whose
date the barn-yard. A branch of Mousam small intestines. Other medicines only par■ palsy, &c., should never be without the Life! dreadful debility occasioned by the use of cases are so bad, and whose bodies are so
2. R<
river runs the whole extent of the tann, on tially cleanse these, and leave such collectedI Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will1 purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es- much debilitated, that all that can reasonnlily
the adiiv
.
save
life.
They
equalize
the
circulation
of
the
which is a valuable intervale.—From 40 to masses behind, as to produce habitual cos
‘ pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth- be expected is temporary relief, nevertheless
ment, w
50 tons of hay are annually cut on said farm. tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore’ ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev some who have commenced using the Pills |
trae inte
perspiration,
and
throw
oft
’
every
impurity
by
the
—It lies on the road leading through Alfred diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease under the most trying circumstances olliodC
triieklinj
to Kennebunk, and may conveniently be di fact is well known to all regular anatomists, pores of the skin.
which is brought on by intemperance ; in ly affliction, when almost every other remed
junto of
vided into two or more farms.
The budd who examine the human bowels after death,
the wretched horrors of mind and body which dy had been altogether unavailing, have bees
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
distrust
ings are a commodious two story dwe hng- and hence the prejudice of these well inform
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap restored to health and happiness by ta
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the use.
hnuse barn, &c.—Terms liberal.—Apply to ed men against the quack medicines of the
the peo{
house, bain,
pARS0NS.
a<n?. The second effect of the VEGE1A- to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK Bl'
the pers
to
operate
two
or
three
times
on
the
bowels
in
BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
Alfred, Jan. 25,1839.
and the bladder, and by this means, the liver the course of the next day. Also, take a table state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
3. RÍ
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould;
spoonful of the Bitters half an hour before each
and the lungs, the healthful action of which
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire &Beck|
meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con others mentioned in the bills of directions
I
subgiven with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, —Sub Agent, Seleucns Adams;
H. GOULD has just received an addi- entirely depends upon the regularity of the stitution, half the quantity may' be sufficient.
urinary
organs.
The
blood
which
takes
its
that
the
CAMOMILE
TONIC
PILLS,
in

• tional supply of new and seasonable
Lyman, William Huntress;
djr’For further particulars of the above
goods, which he will sell as cheap as can be red color from the agency of the liver and medicine see “ Moffat’s Good Samaritan,” a terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
A lfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ;
purchased elsewhere, among them are the the lungs before it passes into the heart, be copy of which accompanies the medicine. FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
ing thus purified by them, and nourished by
Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
A copy can also be obtained on application are sold with them, will effect immediate re
olio win 01 >-—
Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill; ,
A good assortment of Brd. Cloths, Cassi- food coming from a clean stomach, courses at tjie Bookstore of D. Remich, Kennebunk, lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
meres and Satinetts ; Pilot and Beaver Cloths ;I freely through the veins, renews every part where the Medicine is for sale.
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
Vestings ; Cambleteens ; Alapine ; Englishi of the system, and triumphantly mounts the
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson;
Sold wholesale and retail by the proprietor, a doubt by daily testimonies which would
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
Merinos ;Blk. Gro De Swiss and Synchaw banner of health in the blooming cheek.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs;
W. B. Moffat; 367, Broadway, New York.
EVANS can conscientiously request confi
Silk • English and Amer. Prints ; French red
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
The following are among the distressing vari
August, 1838.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.l
dence.
do - Canton Flannel; Bedtick; Cotton and ety of human diseases, to which the Vegetable
Silk Velvets; Bleached Linen ; Brown Sheet Life Pills are well known to be infallible
Other and more conclusive demonstrations Spear ;
Manufactory,
York—Cape Neddick, George M. het
ings and Shirtings ; Bro. and Blue Drilling ;
DYSPEPSIA, by thorouehly cleansing the
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
gatherer
Striped Shirting ; Copper-plate ; Red Serge; first and second stomachs, and creating a flow of
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are man ;
Red Flannel ; White do. ; Figured Salsbury; pure healthy bile instead of the stale and acrid
York, Alexander Dennett;
submitted by the following important and ex
Flatulency, Palpitation of the Heart,
Flannel ; Lindsey ; Choppas; Green Barage ;: kind
York Corner, Samuel Douglass;
patroniz
traordinary cures effected by their highly
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Black Italian Cravats; Levantine H dkfs.; Loss of Appetite, Heart-bupn and Head-ache,
medicinal qualities—all of which may be
as we (I
Restlessness,
Ill-temper
,
Anxiety
,
Langour,
and
check’d gingham Hdkfs. ; Milliner’s Muslin ;
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
through«
Corded Skirts, (white and colored ;) Linen ;! Melancholy, which are the general symptoms of
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
7, Division street. One or two of these he
Dyspepsia, will vanish, as a natural consequence
“ suppo
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R.
Tanes: Quality Binding ; Suspenders ; Pearl "of its cure. Costiveness, by cleansing the whole
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
Jacket Buttons^; Shirt do. ; Blk. Wadding ;
them,
P.
M.
;
West
do.
J.
&
S.
C.
Adams;
;
ting public.
length of the intestines with a solvent process,
in one c
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., ® j
Chap’s Spool Thread ; Tambore Cotton ; Pa and'without violence : all violent purges leave the
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
5. Rt
C. W. KIMBALL
tent Pins ; Hooks and Eyes ; Vest Pai ding ;. bowels costive within two days. Diarrhcea and
thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev- ,J. Goss ;
ypars, for the great benefit she has received from
tions of
Silicia ; Colored Cambricks ; Thread Edging ; Cholera, by removing the sharp acrid' fluids by
Cornish, John McLellan ;
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken eral
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
Quilling ; Blk. Silk nett Lace ; White and which these complaints are occasioned, and by
Limington, James McArthur;
suits of
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta hns suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
Colored Worsted ; Gent’s Kid and Woolen promoting the abricative secretion of the mucus
Waterborough, James Leavett.
,
tralion,
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
ness across the stomach, shortness ofbreatb, and palpi
membrane.
Fevers
of
all
kinds,
by
restoring
the
Agents for York, Cumberland and LinfOi
Gloves ; Ladies’ Kid do.; Fur Neckties ; Rou
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
defaulte
blood
to
a
regular
circulation,
through
the
process
her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her Counties will be supplied hereafter from'«en Cassimere ; Blue-blk. Italian Sew g. Si k ;
for rep
of perspiration in some cases, and the thorough occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
Fig’d. Velvet Ribbon ; Steel Thimbles ; Hair solution of all intestinal obstructions in others. up in good order for the above named busi complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
Price is
out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
JOHN
O.
LANGLEY,
Off; Indelible Ink, &c. &c.
The LIFE PILLS have been known to cure Rheu ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG- life comfortably again;
tial; the
Only
authorized
travelling
Agent
forihe
[
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N.Y.
matism permanently in three weeks, and Gout in j GONS, of any style, built to order and waraROCEKIES.
tional e
State of Mainehalf
that
time,
by
removing
local
inflammation
j
ranted.
—
also
—
Newark,
July
18,
1836
—
Dear
Sir
—
For
4
years
1
Cheese; White and Brown Sugar: East
sued by
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
__
from the muscles and ligaments of the joints.
been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to
Boston Ref’d. do. ; Molasses ; Y. H. and Sou. Dropsies of all kinds, by freeing and strengthen Chaise Repairing’ & Painting, have
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
is, as ha
Tea ; Coffee ; Sakeratus ; Starch ; Bar Soap ; ing the kidneys and bladder ; they operate most done at short notice and on the most reasona ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
, ,
upon ou
—also—
Cand’les ; Shaving Soap; Ground and un delightfully on these important organs, and hence ble terms.
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
HE subscriber having contracted ww
treasury
ground Spices ; Tobacco ; Sal-Soda ; Castor have ever been found a certain remedy for the SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
the town of Kennebunk, to supp®
6. Rf
the poor of said town for one year, W
Oil - Olive Ho. ; Sulphur: Chocolate ; Pre worst cases of Gravel. Also, Worms, by dislodg the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
pared Cocoa ; Mustard ; Partridge’s Leather ing from the turnings of the bowels the slimy mat on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be their
convent'
beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew gives notice, that he has made suitable PN
ter to which these creatures adhere ; Usthma and purchased in this State. Various kinds of my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office vision for them, and hereby forbids all Pe
deposite
Preservative, &c. &c.
consumption, by relieving the air vessels of the LUMBER taken in part payment.
to express my gratitude to you in person. In the sons harboring or trusting any of the FaW
as soon
HARDWARE.
lungs from the mucus, which even slight colds
March 28, 1838.
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant, of said town on his account or on account1'
permit,
Sheet Lead ; Cut Nails all kinds ; Window will" occasion, which if not removed becomes
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
the,town, as he wiM pay no bill for w
NOTICE.
Dr. Wm. Evans.
Glass ; Manure Forks ; Shovels; Wood-saw hardened and produces those dreadful diseases,
expendi
support.
ALEX.
G.
FURNALU-I
LL persons who have unsettled accounts
He therefore need only add that bis
Plates and Frames ; Bed Cords ; Axe Hatch Scurvy. Ulcers, and Inveterate Sores, by the
and the
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
JjL
with the subscriber, are requested to CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
ets ; Fine Saws ; Skates ; Butts and screws ; perfect purity which these Life Pills give to the
agents, i
call and settle them. Also, all notes due the
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
Tacks ; Brads; Brass Nails ; Japaned Lamps; blood, and all the humors ; Scorbutic Eruptions
Root Shoe Making•
without
Sad Irons -.Door Latches ; Iron Pulhes ; Cot and Bad Complexions, by their alterative effect subscriber, of one year’s standing, must be PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
HE subscriber would inform the itw1'
upon
the fluids that feed the skin, the morbid renewed or paid.
and wit
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
ton Cards ; Coffee Mills ; Files, &c. &c.
tants of Kennebunk-port and vifij".
state of which occasions nil Eruptive complaints,
7. R<
WILLIAM GOOCH.
New
York,
and of his authorised agents in that he has opened a shop near NasonsD*
—ALSO—
Sallow, Cloudy, and other disagreeable Com
confider
Wells, Jan. 17, 1839.
Gentlemen’s stout .water-proof Calf Boots ; plexions. The use of these Pills for a very short
town and country.
where he will carry on the Boot and
ism of t
Common Calf do.; Men’s and Boy s Thick time, will effect an entire euro of Salt Rheum,
J. H- JONES corner of Middle and Union
LD’S celebrated Plaster for Rheumatism, streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine, making business in all its branches.—HAV |
do.; Ladies’ and Misses’ Shoes; Childiens Erysipelas, and a striking improvement in the
men of«
employed a finished workman, his woii "
—for sale by
where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
Clearness of the skin. Common Colds and In
that the;
be done as well and as cheap as can lie l®u ;
do. ; India Rubbers.
IVORY GOODWIN.
fluenza,
will
always
be
cured
by
one
dose,
or
by
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ; elsewhere.—By diligent attention to hts
—ALSO—
Policy m
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 22, 1839.
Pure Winter-strained Sperm Oil; Refined two, even in the worst cases. Piles,—as a rem
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N. ness he hopes to merit the patronage ol S°M ant
edy for this most distressing and obstinate malady,
Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ;’ public.
M.P. SIMPSONWhale do.
deemabl
the Vegetable Life Pills deserve a distinct and
SMART, steady man to take charge of Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 12, 1839.
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 2.81838.
f
emphatic recommendation. It is well known to
8. R<
a Clapboard Machine ;—one who un burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell;
hundreds in this city, that the Proprietor of these
full exte
derstands sawing and is sufficiently acquaint

Moses
Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
WINTER „
invaluable Pills, was himself afflicted with this
heartily
[ IMBER and PLANK, suitable for a u
the Machinery
it in order, town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
— with
■■
- to keep
.
BBLS. Flour,—from Foreign complaint for upwards of thirty-five years, and) ed
late ext
that he tried in vain every remedy prescribed j will find good encol,1IVORY
|a^t^^?^^
r^PP’l7^a^lon' Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
L
sei of370 tons, by
GOODWIN.
Wheat, for sale by
JAMES TITCOMB
wnea,
. W!LLIAMS.
within the whole compass ofthe Materia Medica. Ito
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
this righ
He however, at length, tried the medicine which j Kennebunk-port, Jan. 21,1838.
February
18,
18W.
Kennebunk,
Dec.
27,1838.
Kennebunk, Jan. 5,1839.
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